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Description: Customizable block with ability to specify filters specifications. On the "My page" it will be the block with links 

which will "guide" you to the issue filter page with preset conditions.

History
2011-02-14 07:38 am - Felix Schäfer
I was thinking about having custom queries available as issue list block on the "my page". Would that be OK too, or do you think having a list of links to 
the custom queries would be needed too. IF you still think it's needed, I'd like to keep the configuration overhead low and just show the all custom 
queries as in the sidebar on the issue list, or do you think configurability would be needed?

2011-02-19 12:08 pm - Aleksey Zapparov
Well, basically allowing to add a block with issues of chosen saved filter query is pretty OK. The only thing it should have to be configured in this case 
is:

* choice of saved query
* amount of results to show
* order of issues

2012-06-19 09:48 am - Sascha Grossenbacher
Bump.

This is the same issue as #154 I think.

2012-06-19 10:53 am - Aleksey Zapparov
Sascha Grossenbacher wrote:
> This is the same issue as #154 I think.

Not really. It's related but not the same. #154 is about My Page in general, while this one is about one extra block on that page.

2012-11-28 01:58 pm - kwadronaut .
Aleksey Zapparov wrote:
> while this one is about one extra block on that page.

I don't think 1 extra block is enough, maybe some clarification what do you/we want?

# 1 block with issues from 1 custom filter
# x blocks for x custom filters
# 1 block for y custom filters

I think that option 2 would be the best thing.
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